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The Meaningful Magic of

"You are very likable. You look good. And,
you have skill! What more could you want?"

David Reed-Brown

- Master Magician Channing Pollock
"You leave his performances knowing that life
itself is magical and filled with endless
possibilities.”
- David Friedman
Composer, Musical & Movie Score Director
The Walt Disney Co.
“David’s real magic is ... the looks of wonder
and joy he brings to faces of all ages in the
audience.”
- Bill Pere, 2012 Grammy Award Winner
“I recommend his uncanny presentation…
slick… well-deserved raves… a clever
Renaissance Man.”
- Robert Cumming, NYC Reviewer, Vocal
Coach, Gilbert & Sullivan Theater
Producer & Director
"I was on the Tonight Show with Johnny
Carson ... I see a lot of magic. David, that was
very professional. Well done!"
- Magician David Scot
"A class act!"
- Mayor Lloyd Beachy, New London, CT
"Amazing... Outstanding... Enthralls persons of
all ages, David’s presentations convey lifeaffirming signals. You can do no better than
secure David for you next major function. I
have and I have never been disappointed."
- Dr. Benjamin Griffin
President Emeritus
Andover Newton Theological School

Credits
David Reed-Brown is honored to have performed nationwide for community organizations, schools, corporations and congregations of diverse flavors. He is proud to have
performed and the historic Griswold Inn in
Essex, Connecticut.
In Las Vegas, David has performed at Jeff
McBride’s famous Wonderground, at the
Magic & Meaning Conference and the
beautiful Mount Charleston Hotel &
Lodge. His articles have appeared in The
Secret Art Journal, and he has created in
video segments for McBrideMagic.TV.
Moving beyond his work as a sought-after
speaker and performer, David served as
magic consultant for Denny Moon’s musical,
“Abracadabra.” He also assisted Jeff
McBride in the magical direction of
Lawrence and Priscilla Khong’s theatrical
illusion show, “The Magic of Love” for its North
American Debut.

Speaker and Illusionist
Meaningful Magic
For Special Occasions
Bring Wonder to Your World.

Enlighten Entertainment
www.Reed-Brown.com
Call Now 860-304-0021

About David Reed-Brown
David is an entertainer
and professional
speaker who delights
audiences of all ages
with magic. He has
been ordained clergy
for two decades, so he
tells amazing stories
from life that inspire,
teach, and celebrate
what it means to be
human; to overcome
great challenges; to be
our truest selves; to
challenge our assumptions and experience a
love that connects all of us together.
Audiences, from 5 to 5,000, at events both
secular and sacred, have been inspired by
David’s performances. In addition to speaking
with magic, David performs stand-up magic
shows and enjoys engaging audiences at social events with his strolling magic. He specializes in classic magic that is enlightening and
interactive, filled with fun and joy for
all. Audiences and participants are made to
feel at ease, and often wind up as the stars of
the show. Accompanied by beautiful music,
silver rings link and unlink like butter – right in an
audience member’s hands! A candle-lit table
floats mysteriously around the stage, even as a
volunteer from the audience holds on to it. A
child does sleight of hand. A woman volunteer
floats in mid-air! Grandma reads the magician’s mind…and the stage is filled with a
shower of rainbow paper butterflies!
You have the power to direct your friends and
guests hearts and minds to the very real
wonder that surrounds us, now. Just call the
number below to bring this amazing magical
entertainer to your event now: 860-304-0021.

Products
Speaking
Full-Evening Gala Show
Illusion, Wonder & You Stand-Up Show
Grand Illusions: Producing the CEO,
Suspending a Woman in Air, Guillotine
& The Dress Change
The Little Big Show
Light Cabaret Show
Corporate Shows & Hospitality Suites
Master of Ceremonies
Strolling Magic
Parties!

Unique Messages
“David Reed-Brown is not a magician who
tacked a message onto his show. He is not a
speaker who learned a little magic. David
brings a lifetime of experience in working
with people as a pastor, plus a lifelong
passion in magic as a performing art
together into a unique presentation that
engages, informs, and persuades audiences
with a message customized to your needs.”
- Robert Fellows
Speaker, Pastor, Magician, Author

